TR Capital Leads Consortium to Invest US$95.7 million in Bochewang, the Number
One Online Auction Platform for Salvage Cars in China
HONG KONG, 25th June, 2021 – TR Capital, the leading Asian secondary private equity firm, is pleased
to announce that it has led a consortium of investors which has made a US$95.7m secondary direct
investment in Bochewang as part of the company’s VIE restructuring process.
Established in 2014, Bochewang is today the largest online auction platform for salvage cars in China,
on which over 75,000 transactions are completed annually. The company provides a venue for sellers
(primarily insurance companies) to efficiently dispose of vehicles to a nationwide buyer pool which
includes repair shops, vehicle dismantlers and auto parts dealers.
As the lead investor, TR Capital invested over US$45m in the transaction. Upon completion of the
transaction, TR Capital will look to support Bochewang in continuing to scale its operations and
enhancing the range of services offered to its customers as an active investor and member of the
board of directors.
Frederic Azemard, Managing Partner of TR Capital, commented on the transaction, “We are pleased
to have led this consortium to invest in Bochewang. At TR Capital we invest in strong management
teams, leading new economy companies, and Bochewang is an excellent example of this. We are
looking forward to working with Jianpeng Chen and his team to together maximise the company’s
potential.”
TR Capital is led by Founder and CEO Paul Robine, and by Managing Partners Colin Sau and Frederic
Azemard, based in Hong Kong, with further offices and local teams in Shanghai, Mumbai, and the firm’s
recently opened Shenzhen office.
###
About TR Capital
TR Capital is a leader in secondary private equity investments in the Asia-Pacific region.
TR Capital focuses on providing liquidity solutions to owners of private equity assets through Secondary Direct
(single asset) and Fund Restructuring (portfolio) transactions. The firm targets significant positions in established
leaders in the Technology, Consumer and Healthcare sectors. TR Capital is an active investor/shareholder and
works with its portfolio companies to optimize their business models and capital structures.
TR Capital currently manages four funds with capital commitments of close to US$1 billion. The firm’s
sophisticated investor base includes sovereign funds, pension funds, asset management firms, entrepreneurs,
and family offices. Founded in 2007, TR Capital has subsequently closed 36 secondary investments and built a
solid track record with TR Capital Fund I (2008), TR Capital Fund II (2012), TR Capital Fund III (2016) and TR Capital
Fund IV (2019).
TR Capital’s 25 professionals are based in offices in Hong Kong, Shanghai, Shenzhen and Mumbai.
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